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Editorial Note
Be it the Harappan and its contemporary civilisations elsewhere in the world, including Egypt
and Mesopotamia, or much later version of the Viking boats, their primary purpose was trade
and commerce followed by wars and plunders as necessary. However, with the advent of the
steam engine in the 18th century and just a century or two thereafter, the boats and ships have
not only changed in the shapes and sizes but the way they operate has seen a sea-change.
While the sizes have multiplied hundreds of time and manpower decreased almost reversely
proportionate, what a modern 20th - 21st century boat stands for is nothing short of a dream
boat for a commercial man of the 15th century - the age of non-existence of any environmental
concern or crisis!
The present issue of Samundra Spirit has made an attempt (however feeble) to grab the bull by
the horn - of looking at the prospects of things to come for the ship and the shipping industry and
how we remain viable and relevant in the turmoil of increasing commercial interests, technological
advancement whilst complying to the rules and requirements in keeping our environment safe
and clean for the future generation to survive.
“Operational excellence” as the theme of the July issue, is indeed a 20th century terminology
connected to the business world, which equates and measures efficiency directly in terms of
results obtained in monetary terms. However our endeavours must go way beyond addressing
the realm of sustainability in the long term and is the reason why we are happy to bring about
an article on “Transferring of experience” by our Nautical Dean Capt. Hati - a seasoned master
mariner passionately involved in the process himself. We are pleased to include few more articles
of the same genre with fascinating views from our veteran Engineers - Biju Baben on importance
of a holistic outlook on looking at maintenance, and Efficiency falls short without effectiveness by
Maneesh Jha as well as Mr. Viswanathan with his usual surgical delivery of technical expertise
on how to save fuel to enhance efficiency in a running ship. Indeed the topic of innovation and
improvisation could not be better explained than by our Engineering faculty, Arun Khatal, who
narrates his success in blowing a faulty horn during his time on board.
However, if this issue of Samundra Spirit would ever like to blow its own trumpet, its through the
efforts in collating and producing articles on the latest technology. Like it or not the influence of
the cognitive technology like the Artificial intelligence, data analytics and machine learning etc
are inevitable and will bring the sea change in the industry in possibly not too distant future.
E-Navigation by Capt.Manab, Internet of Things in shipping by Electronics faculty Pravin Dabhi ,
Energy Efficient Ship Operation by teaching faculty Abhijeet Soman are articles that explain the
areas of target of the present day ships. We are extremely obliged to the generous assistance of
the expert team of ESM under Mr. Arvind Saxena in writing the article on Exhaust gas Cleaning
system by our engineering faculty Avishkar Thakur.
Among other cadets writers, we are happy to include two insightful experiences of cadets Ajay
Rai and Sumeet Juvatkar which indeed makes meaningful reading.
The regular campus news including the sports and the graduation ceremony of the cadets are
part of this summer issue giving the readers a peek at the campus during last quarter.

If you wish to submit any feedbacks and/or
contributions, feel free to write to the Editor at:
samundraspirit@samundra.com

Finally, we extend our heartfelt gratitude and appreciation for the message
from Mr. Ashish Wankhede, Deputy DG shipping, Govt. of India for his kind
and meaningful words.

*Please note we reserve the right to publish
your letters/articles or an edited version of it
in all print & electronic media.

We hope, the issue will continue to receive attention and interest of our
readers.
Happy reading and safe sailing…
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Message from Mr. Ashish Wankhede
Jeremy England, the physicist said “matter self-organizes in an effort to better disperse energy. Nature
– in an effort to promote disorder – creates little pockets of order that escalate the chaos of a system,
and they thereby increase entropy.” I had the opportunity to witness a manmade order, an energized
cluster of facilities imparting training to fresh candidates, when I visited Samundra Institute of
Maritime Studies, Lonavala on 1st of July 2019, on the occasion of the passing out function of the
young cadets of 6th batch of B-Tech (Marine Engineering) and 26th batch of DNS course.
While the campus itself excelled with its carefully crafted and unparalleled ambience, I was
overwhelmed to experience the Safety, Environment protection and Security culture finely gelled
with the training facilities in to a homogenous order. The infrastructure and teaching methodologies
further reinforced my hope to believe that Indian maritime education and training shall soon be the
best in the world.
The Ship-in-Campus, an epitome of vision and commitment from the top management, symbolizes
the focus of the institute towards imparting on-the-job training. The well-equipped marine workshop,
state-of-the-art simulator facilities and labs, the novel approach towards interactive learning called
Blended Learning, the Research and Development wing providing innovative solutions to the
maritime industry are few of the many initiatives which makes this institute truly world class.
The short time spent in the campus was enough for me to fathom the bonding which the teachers
shared amongst themselves and with the cadets. This is the kind of camaraderie which makes
teaching and learning delightful and rewarding. There is success in the offing when we function as
a unit, as a well-oiled machine, and as a well-trained relay team seamlessly transferring the baton
from one hand to another.
I would like to remind the young, smart and dynamic cadets that great opportunities come with
great responsibilities. Competencies have to be acquired in a rightful manner for your safety, safety
of the ship and the safety of the organization. Career potential in the maritime industry is as big as
the ocean and you should not limit yourself to the ship alone.
I take this opportunity to wish all the young cadets of “Samundra Institute of Maritime Studies” all
the very best for a successful and bright career at sea and the world maritime industry.
Bon Voyage!

Mr. Ashish Wankhede
Deputy Director General of
Shipping (Training)
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Internet of Things - Inevitable Future for Shipping
IOT is called internet of things which
allows the user for deeper automation
in an existing system where data can
be integrated, analysed, and used for
greater operational efficiency in terms of
management, logistics, cost and customer
satisfaction. This system uses existing
networks, sensors, automation and
robotics to achieve end-goals effortlessly
in lesser time.
IOT technologies are used to create major
cost and speed efficiencies. These enable
disparate machines to communicate using data
which empower managers with the capability
to predict a fault before it ever occurs. In this
regard IOT is focusing on major applications
such as real-time tracking of shipments,
warehouse-capacity optimization, predictive
maintenance, efficient route optimization,
improved last-mile delivery, and more.
Internet of things (IOT) in shipping industry
is also termed as internet of vessels (IOV).
The IOV is defined as network of smart
interconnected vessels and shore facilities with
a series of digital entities like global positioning
system
and
wireless
communication
technology, ship intelligent information service
to exchange information on the internet. The
information is available in real time by way of
communication (human to vessel, vessel to
vessel, vessel to cargo, vessel to coast).

This technology can be used for following
applications:
IOT in transport and logistics:
GPS tagging of shipping containers and
demand-side goods can help in managing
the flow of those goods through transit. This
allows faster movement through the network
with fewer transitions. The captured digital
information creates new value and even
new revenue as now Amazon is doing in
e-commerce industry.
Management and Service of Vessels:
Managers of ships can get accurate and
complete real-time movement of the ships
and predict the potential traffic problems.
Therefore, they can make reasonable plans
and project emergencies to prevent disasters
and reduce property loss.
Condition based hull maintenance:
If sensors are placed on the hull the data
collected can help to make decision when we
should perform hull cleaning or paint system
inspections. Engineers can measure the ship
resistance and can optimize the timing of hull
cleaning to maintain efficient hull performance.

Maintenance and Repairs of machineries:
Number of On-board crew and engineers
will be drastically reduced with many ships
carrying as little as 3-4 engineers on board.
IoT solutions help the engineers and crew
members with maintenance of the ship, at
sea or when the ship is docked. Remotely
controlled drones and grounded IoT devices
can be used to carry out surveys of the ship.
New technology, bigger data sets and
changing customer expectations will be new
normal for ship managers to remain in the
game. This technology can provide an edge
against competitors by improving overall
operational efficiency and position them in a
market leading situation to reap higher profit
and create reputation and brand in market.

Mr. Pravin R Dabhi
Lecturer, Electronics,
SIMS, Lonavala
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E-Navigation – a Means for Enhancing
Operational Efficiency
Capt. Manab Kumar Sarmah
Nautical Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala

“E-navigation” is no longer a buzz word
but rather being hailed as the foundation
for ‘Smart shipping’. It is not simply
about taking a vessel from one point
to another without paper charts. It is a
synchronized collection, amalgamation,
management, analysis and exchange of
marine information, collected from various
sources by efficient communication links
to augment point to point navigation
and related services for enhancement of
efficiency and safety. The objective is to
access, organize and share appropriate
data between teams, systems, assets
& facilities, both on shore and at sea,
for optimization of operations and
enhancement of safety and decision
making.
In 2006, IMO initiated the formulation of a
strategy to integrate existing navigational tools
with the modern and latest tools as a way
forward for enhancement of safety at sea. This
initiative, subsequently led to the concept of
e-navigation. MSC 94, in Nov 2014, approved
a Strategy Implementation Plan (SIP),
outlining a five step developmental process
guideline of new systems for e-navigation.
This task is expected to be completed
by 2019 and subsequently to provide the
industry with a comprehensive information for
designing of products and services required
for e-navigation. A considerable effort has
already been put in by some of the public and
private maritime organisations to develop such
systems as per IMO guidelines.
Ships are already using an array of digital
equipment like AIS, ECDIS, Integrated Bridge
Systems, ARPA, LRIT, GMDSS and many
other sophisticated electronic navigational
aids. The main objective of e-Navigation is
to devise a system capable of appropriately
organizing all the relevant data at a single
location for enhancement of safety and
efficiency of ship operation. Such a digitized
system will enhance overall efficiency, both on
board and ashore. Some such benefits to be
obtained are as follows:

•

•

•

Route and passage planning will be made
much simpler by feeding in all relevant
information, such as ports of departure
and destination, ETD & ETA, cargo and
loading conditions, vessel size etc to the
e-navigation platform to automatically
get the most optimum and safest route.
This solution will take into account factors
such as required UKC, heavy traffic areas,
presence of navigational hazards, weather
and meteorological conditions, availability
of intermediate & bunkering ports, load line
zones and so on. Through bridge networks
integration, the route can be directly sent
from the planning station to the ECDIS and
also automatically transmitted to the shore
office. This will also enhance accuracy
by removing the element of human error
generated in the manual process and
thereby making the present Passage
Planning process completely outdated.
A navigator spends a great deal of time on
sourcing, updating, correcting, interpreting
and compiling of data for performing his
task. With automatic, accurate and up
to date availability of such information
centrally, time spent on these administrative
work will be saved. This will not only reduce
the navigator’s workload, but also enable
him to devote more time for performance of
the primary task of navigation. Additionally
the element of human error involved in
such tasks will also be minimized.
The centralised information, thus collated,
will be more accurate and up to date and

will facilitate faster decision making. This
will further minimize navigational error as
well as human error and enhance safety of
operations
•

Vessel fuel saving will be augmented by the
digitally optimised route solutions, which
will be prepared by accounting for factors
like real-time weather and tidal conditions.

•

With all parties being digitally connected,
E-Navigation will provide optimum voyage
monitoring and can facilitate ‘just in time’
arrival at port for loading and unloading
processes, cutting down costly waiting
time at anchorage or open sea, awaiting
available berth.

•

The shore managers will be able to have
a complete overview of vessel movements,
management and costs and obtain realtime operational data of the ships. Such
data will be much more reliable and enable
the shore team to compare performance
of different ships and costs of navigational
operations with ease and exactness.
Analysis of this kind of information can
be used for devising optimum operational
expenditure processes and maximize
profits.

•

E-Navigation will also allow continuous
and automatic updating of all ENCs &
publications as well as relevant rules and
regulations, which will ensure compliance

Continued on Page 12
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Energy Efficient Ship Operation
Abhijeet.R.Soman,
Lecturer (Mechanical)
SIMS Lonavala

Deriving from the increasing interest in
emission reduction, the International
Maritime Organization (IMO) had legislated
two protocols namely energy efficiency
design index (EEDI) and energy efficiency
operational indicator (EEOI) to ensure
optimal utilization of the fuel for main
engines and auxiliary engines on board
ships. The lower the estimations of EEDI
and EEOI, the higher the level of fuel usage
for a particular vessel is. Moreover, these
regulations require operational measures
like Ship Energy Efficiency Management
Plan (SEEMP) in order to enhance the
energy conversion efficiency of new ships.
The Ship Energy Efficiency Management
Plan (SEEMP) is an operational measure
that validates a tool to upgrade the energy
efficiency of a ship in an economical manner.
It provides a sensible approach for ship
operators and ship management companies
to manage operations (transporting cargo) and
fleet efficiency performance (saving fuel) using
the EEOI as a monitoring tool. SEEMP can
be implemented through various shipboard
energy efficiency measures in various areas,
but we will focus on the following in this article.
1. Optimized propulsion condition
2. Load management for main engine and
auxiliary machinery
3. Optimized electrical loads

used to reduce the same. The underwater
propeller polishing (multi-stage micro polishing
of all surfaces) and the maintenance of the
smooth surfaces is vital in saving energy and
optimizing the performance of the ship. Rough
propeller leads to power loss, which can be up
to 6% and increase in fuel consumption.
Use of foul release coating with non-stick
properties can keep hull roughness as low
as 10 µm per year. If a ship has been in lay
up in a high fouling area for a longer period,
dry docking/hull cleaning must be considered
before putting it back into service. For best
results and to avoid damage to coating,
regular hull cleaning is highly recommended.
Hull and propeller cleaning should be based
on performance monitoring or on the basis of
comparison of roughness measurements with
baseline values. (Fig. 2)

From above discussion it is clear that
periodic hull and propeller maintenance
leads to significant reduction in the daily fuel
consumption. It also reduces the resistance
and ensures the timely delivery of the cargo
Load management for main engine
It is well known that the efficiency of diesel
engine is mainly a function of its load factor.
Load factor is a relative factor in which the
actual power output is compared with the
maximum continuous rating (MCR). The Load
factor is customarily specified in percent i.e. an
engine employed at 50% of its maximum load
has a load factor equal to 50%.
As can be seen in Fig.3, the engines specific
fuel consumption varies with the engine load.
Specific fuel consumption is a minimum for
certain load levels (typically in the range of 70
to 90%)

Fig. 1. Increase in power/fuel required to maintain vessel
speed v/s increasing hull roughness

Optimized propulsion condition
• Clean Propellers and
• Optimized Hull
At full load condition, 90% of the resistance is
due to hull friction. Fig. 1 shows the substantial
influence of hull condition on fuel consumption.
Hull roughness increases due to fouling and
corrosion which is inevitable during a voyage.
The hull fouling rate is influenced by sea water
temperature, salinity of the water, amount
of algae in the water and ship’s speed and
operation profile, etc. Use of advance hull
coating and hull cathodic protection may be

Fig. 2. Hull performance graph, showing decrease in hull resistance after a full hull
cleaning, then ship was docked and fully blasted after 3 years. The hull coating is
performing well according to the post docking development in resistance.
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conjointly for optimizing the DGs’ performance
via a better load level.

Fig. 3. Engine specific fuel consumption as load factor

Slow steaming has been adopted by majority
of companies and ship owner so as to survive
the increasing fuel prices as well as reducing
the amount needed to run ships, thereby
reducing carbon emissions. However, it
should be noted that slow steaming leads
to the main engine’s operation at low loads
with a less efficient load factor. It also causes
fouling of the turbochargers and exhaust gas
economizer.
Main engines are intended to run between
70 % to 85 % load range during continuous
operation. Thus for running the main engine
below its normal operating range, the whole
system needs to be optimized.
In such conditions and if slow steaming is
going to continue for long time, it is mostly
recommended that the main engine load
should be kept at a reasonably steady level
under normal operation. This is achieved by

keeping the engine speed (RPM) constant.
Frequent changes to the shaft rpm, thus
engine load, are not effectual and must be
avoided
Load management for Auxiliary engine
Load management for auxiliary engines can
cut-back fuel consumption and maintenance.
To illustrate, simultaneous operation of two
Diesel generators for long periods ends up in
engine operation at low load factor. To avoid
deliberate operation of multi engines when not
needed, proper balance between numbers of
machinery versus operation mode needs to
be proactively established and executed. It is
also important to ensure that the demand side
is managed via better system planning for load
reduction. As part of this, proper management
of a ship’s electrical demand, together with
load reduction and scheduling could be used
for reducing the number of DGs in use and

Optimized electrical loads
Use of variable speed drives for the
machineries having variable flow regimes
could lead to energy saving. System planning
for reduction of electrical load and power
management can reduce the use of two
engines at low loads. Electrical load reduction
can be achieved by avoiding parallel operation
of electrical generator; by aligning HVAC
(Heating, Ventilation and Air conditioning)
systems with inside and outside weather
conditions. Proper coordination between deck
and engine departments is a good approach
in achieving such objectives. System planning
for auxiliary machinery use also includes
avoiding idle running of redundant machineries
(many fans and pumps) on board ships. For
instance, when ship is in port, one or two
ventilation fans can be switched off as main
engine is inoperative. Another potential way
is to plan for auxiliary boiler load reduction by
examining and planning the requirement of
steam to reduce firing of the auxiliary boilers.
This may even be achieved by maximizing the
employment of exhaust gas economizer to
supply enough steam for ship services. Boiler
load can even be optimized by following an
appropriate cargo heating plan for ships with
such requirements. A heating plan is ought to
be created soon after loading cargo and the
same should be reviewed/updated on daily
basis. It is additionally a part of best practice
for vessels to complete the heating abstract on
daily basis. In addition to this, fouling of boiler
tubes and heat transfer surfaces on the gas
side and water side should be avoided.

9
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A Holistic Outlook of Maintenance - Precursor for
Efficient Operations
Life expectancies of individual components
in a machinery play a vital role in its
running conditions. Every component has
its own specification and a finite service
life. A unique design of all components
with equal strength and similar response
to various working conditions may not
be tangible and hence the failure modes
of individual parts may vary according to
the performance of various components
constituting the machinery.
A holistic view with respect to the adaptation
of maintenance programmes, will dictate that
waiting for the machinery to breakdown in
order to carry out its repair can be disastrous.
Without doubt marine industry and ISM Code
requirements demand more robust and
reliable system in place to plan conditionbased maintenance to prevent failure of critical
machineries than purely on maintenance of
the same.
Most of the machineries leave the imprint of
their performance or operation through their
working parameters. For example, a pump
provides continuous pressures on suction
and discharge side, temperatures of bearings,
current drawn by the motor (amps) and
vibration. This presents a true picture of the
mechanical issues that can be predicted and

at the same time helps to secure detailed data
which can be used to analyse its functioning.
More precisely we can perform some
investigative checks while the machinery is
running. For example, in case of centrifugal
pumps, we can prepare a set of preliminary
checks which can help to ascertain failure
modes in advance such as:
a) What is the present point of pump operation
with respect to Best Efficiency curve?
b) Does the pump serve the purpose of its
application with respect to its capacity
or whether it is getting overloaded all the
time?
c) Is the pump displaying any evidence of
cavitation?
d) Does the pump’s performance vary
according the change in load conditions?
e) Are the records of dry running of pumps
available (or not)?
f) How much throttling is required to maintain
the pressure head?
We would suggest the following steps to
improve operating efficiency:
• Segregate the machineries which are part
of Main machineries and put them into one
group while planning maintenance.
• Plan the maintenance of replacing similar
parts such as “O” rings at one go.
• Study the failure modes of individual parts
at various working conditions and plan
replacements accordingly.

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Provide running time for individual
components in planned maintenance and
which can be replaced when machinery is
either in standby mode or not working.
Set KPI’s for the machineries and evaluate
its performance against the set objectives.
Record time interval between failures to
look for trends
Pinpoint the reasons of failure in terms of
a specific component failure and use that
data for planning
Undertake Investigative checks prior
the failure as explained above in case of
pumps.
Procedural change to be in place as the
running time increases
Optimizing the assembling techniques
of machineries so that damages of the
concerned power drives can be eliminated.
(For example, wrong assembly of pumps
can damage the electrical motors when it is
connected to it while running)
Ascertain total working efficiency of the
Main machinery on the basis of individual
working
efficiencies
of
associated
machineries

As a conclusion, the approach to maintenance
can be improved in such a holistic way that
the operator can extract the best out of the
machineries. In addition to the available
and defined approaches of carrying out
maintenance, we can achieve much more in
keeping the machinery healthy, if we develop
a mind set and an insight to the core of its
working conditions and its limitations.

Biju Baben
Dean (Marine Engineering)
SIMS, Lonavala
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Saving Fuel to Achieve Vessel Operational
Efficiency
operations are dealt with in this article, one
relating to cargo work and another with the
ventilation system for machinery spaces.

S.Viswanathan
Advisor
SIMS, Lonavala

Ocean going ships are large assets
and owners expect the best returns
for their investments. Today, with
ever
increasing
international/national
regulations, increasing cost of fuel and
other services as well as stiff competition
due to excess tonnage, the owners are
squeezed between revenue and expenses.
In this context, it is utmost essential to
operate the ships most efficiently to stay
afloat in the business. Efficient operation of
ships naturally puts onus on the shipboard
personnel, even though some factors such
as cargo availability, profitable employment
of ship, port congestion, etc. are beyond
the control of ships’ staff.
Since the fuel bill is the largest component in
the running cost of the ship, the crew must
focus on and follow best practices of saving
fuel during operation and maintenance of
machineries on board. This includes voyage
planning, weather routing, maintenance of
equipment, minimising wastage, recycling
of material, etc. We are practicing many of
these in day to day operation of the ships in
a safe and efficient manner. In addition to
saving money, efficient operation results in
better human resource management, reducing
stress to personnel and preparedness for
emergencies. Just to illustrate, two specific

Inert Gas topping up
In tankers with long voyages, the IG pressure
in the tanks may fluctuate due to temperature
differences during the 24-hour period and
also when the ship transits through various
latitudes. Sometimes it may be required to topup IG in cargo tanks to prevent it from reaching
very low pressures to prevent ingress of fresh
air into the tanks or inadvertent structural
damage to tank. To prevent frequent need
for topping up IG during the voyage, it is a
good practice to ensure PV valves and tank
hatch covers are not leaking in the first place.
Secondly, it is always advisable to top up IG
when the tank pressure is at the peak during
the 24-hour cycle. Usually the cargo tank
reaches maximum temperature during the
evening hours, typically between 1800 to 2000
hrs due to solar radiation in the day time. This
can be observed from the graph given below.
If IG is topped up at any other time, it may
happen that the tank pressure may reach
PV valve set opening pressure and IG will
unnecessarily be lost, requiring to be topped up
again after a few hours. By monitoring the tank
pressures, the ship’s staff can avoid frequent
topping up and save not only additional fuel
but also precious manhours and effort.
Engine room ventilation fans
Ventilation fans for machinery spaces
are designed to supply sufficient air for
combustion requirements of Main engine,
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Auxiliary engines, Auxiliary Boiler, Incinerator,
and providing clean air to main, control and
auxiliary compressors. In addition, the blowers
supply air for cooling in general and displacing
fumes in engine room. Usually with all above
machineries running the pressure in the
machinery space will be about 100 mm WG
above atmospheric pressure.
When the ship is in port, Main engine (which
has the largest demand for fresh air) having
been stopped, it is obvious that machinery
space pressure will be much higher; In fact,
engine room personnel find it difficult to open
and shut the machinery space doors in port.
In such situations, it will be prudent to shutoff one or two ventilation fans supplying air to
machinery space. This will save some power,
running hours of fans, with significant reduction
in noise. Engineers, while switching of the fans
can choose the ones which do not supply to
some essential areas such as Purifier room,
Cargo Oil Pump Turbines flat, auxiliary boiler,
etc. It may be worthwhile to install a simple
manometer in front of Engine Control Room to
monitor the machinery space pressure, if one
is not fitted already.
Conclusion
The pressing need for ships’ staff today is to
ensure Operational efficiency of ship at all
times in every operation of the ship, second
only to safety. Some operations require good
planning and implementation while some
others require knowledge of the specific ship
and smooth implementation as cited in the two
examples of saving fuel and power.
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Challenge of Finding an Exhaust Gas
Cleaning System

Mr. Avishkar Thakur,
Engineering Faculty,
SIMS, Mumbai

Exhaust Gas Cleaning System (EGCS)
or commonly known as a Scrubber is an
alternative method to reduce the sulphur
content in fuel oil used by ships. This
popular name has stuck because EGCS
essentially scrubs the main engine’s
exhaust gas and reduces the sulphur
content along with particulate matter (in
the exhaust gas) to the required legal limit
specified by IMO. About 3,000 vessels have
been planned to install EGCS onboard by
2020.
The EGCS is associated with a high capital
cost however the fact remains that for ships
with high fuel consumption, the benefits
of using EGCS translates into commercial
as well as operational efficiencies - lower
operating costs, reduced overall greenhouse
gas emissions/ tonne of fuel consumed, a cut
in particulate emissions of at least 80% and a
decrease in overall sulphur oxide emissions,
below IMO prescribed levels. This capitalintensive investment undertaken by some
owners will actually benefit the entire maritime
world, whilst improving air quality.
Scrubbers in usage are described as wet or
dry. The most commonly used onboard are
wet-type scrubbers which are further classified

into open-loop (wash water discharged
overboard), closed-loop (wash water treated
with chemicals and only sludge is discharged
ashore) and hybrid (combination of open &
closed loop) scrubbers.
As each new system or solution comes with
its own inherent challenges, EGCS is no
exception. One such issue is the corrosion of
the pipeline through which the effluent passes.
Washing off the exhaust gases generates
highly corrosive (sulphuric acid) effluent, which
needs to be discharged overboard, through
the system piping.
Different types of piping materials used:
1. Seawater pipe: Mild Steel, Galvanized or
Rubber Lined
2. Scrubber outlet: GRE (Glass Reinforced
Epoxy) Pipes
3. Sludge Pipe: Acid resistant materials, e.g.:
thermoplastics

4. Wash Water processing tank: Fiberglass
or approved plastic material
Since mild steel pipes are susceptible for acidic
corrosion, GRE pipe is the most commonly
used to handle scrubber discharges.
Different challenges are faced with GRE pipes
used onboard. Although GRE pipes have good
acidic resistance, in a marine environment
challenges are faced due to vibrations, fittings,
repair procedures, etc.
The main disadvantages of GRE pipes are:
1. Low impact resistance
2. Require careful handling
3. Low flexibility
What to check for during the routine
inspections on GRE pipes?
• Deformations and dimensional deviations
• Surface cracks and micro-cracks
• Near-surface
delamination, inclusions and
air entrapments
• Impact damage
• Blisters
• Internal excess
of adhesive (internal
inspection)
• Corrosion and erosion
(internal inspection)
• Rubber cladding of the
support clamps
So how can we be prepared
to handle GRE piping?
• Know the joint systems
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Continued from Page 6
with regulatory and port authority
inspection requirements. This in turn will
minimize penalties or forced operations
interruptions and enhance commercial
safety for business.
•

E-navigation is also likely to provide a
single window portal for submission of all
documents for port and other authority
clearances through machine to machine
interface, without human interaction.
This would remove a huge administrative
burden, provide a great relief to ship staff
and free up time for other port operations
and activities.

•

With
extensive
networking
and
connectivity
enhancing
provision,
coordination
and
comprehensive
automatic data exchange, shore vessel
traffic management and other related
shore-based services in support of
vessel operations, efficiency and safety
will be greatly improved.

•

Advanced connectivity and real-time
data sharing amongst ships and shore
agencies will augment and expedite
provision of shore based support
for effective contingency response
and search and rescue services and
operations

Supports and Fixtures for GRE pipes

•
•

Know the handling & support system
required
Know the repair procedure

GRE Pipe Bulkheads Penetration:
The Bulkhead pipe penetration is provided by
Mild Steel (MS) pipes with special coating (e.g.
Vinyl Ester coating). The pipes are welded to
the bulkhead and connected to the GRE pipes
by flanges.

the summer load waterline and outside the
space, where overboard valve is located.
Ultrasonic Thickness (UT) gauging of the
overboard line should be carried out every
two and half years to assess the condition.

Overboard Connection of EGCS system:
The discharge water piping, including valve(s),
shall be protected against corrosion, e.g.
Vinyl Ester Coating. The paint such as
“Chemflake Special” from Jotun Paints is
Vinyl Ester based having excellent chemical
resistance properties for corrosive effluents
and used here. Distance piece of substantial
thickness (at least of schedule 80) shall be
used between overboard valve and shell
plating. For protection of the outside shell,
against the corrosive effluent, an area of 4
metres in diameter around the discharge hole
is protected by same special coating as used
for coating the piping internally. The location
of the overboard discharge is carefully chosen
so that the sea water suctions are not affected
by the corrosive effluent. The discharge should
be ideally located at least 8-10 metres away
from the propeller and rudder, so that the
effluent is sufficiently diluted before it comes in
contact with the appendages, while the vessel
is sailing.
A remote valve operation for overboard valves
fitted with GRE pipes is required. This remote
operating station should be located above

In conclusion, E-Navigation is meant to bring
about a revolutionary change in the way of
ship operations, both on board and ashore. It
will be a dynamic and evolutionary process,
absorbing newer technologies and catering
to changing user needs. It will create a stage
for achieving currently unattainable levels
of efficiency, safety and also predictability,
enabling optimal operational and business
decision making.

Continued on Page 18
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SIMS Lonavala Holds Combined Graduation
Ceremony for BTech and DNS Cadets

Passing out cadets from DNS-26 batch with Chief guest and faculty (class A)

A combination of 117 successful cadets
from the 06th batch of the B Tech Marine
Engineering course and the 26th batch
of Diploma in Nautical Science (DNS),
attended the parade held on 01st July 2019
at Samundra Institute of Maritime Studies,
Lonavala campus. Proud family members
and friends cheered on as an impressive
ceremony was held to commemorate the
occasion.
Inspiring speeches by Chief Guests, Mr
Ashish Wankhede, Deputy Director General
of Shipping, Directorate General of Shipping,
Mumbai and Mr Deependra Singh Bisen,
Assistant Director General of Shipping marked
the occasion.
“Shipping, is a complicated yet diverse field
with plenty of opportunities for growth and
learning.” Motivating the cadets, Mr Wankhede

praised the ambience of the institution,
comparing it to the stages of training and
changes the maritime sector has undergone
over time. SIMS, he noted was indeed a
world-class institution in the maritime sector,
incorporating all safety and environment
protection norms aligned with regulatory
bodies. Based on this, he affirmed that cadets
would certainly be no stranger to vessels.
He advised cadets to always return to the
fundamentals when dealing with courses and
competency examinations and additionally,
challenged the audience that qualities such
as innovation, and constructive thinking are a
must for the upcoming generation.
In his address, Mr Bisen reminded cadets that
life consists of different stages. He advised
them to plan each stage, enriching it with
passion. In addition, he encouraged them to
move forward in life with progressive thinking.

Passing out cadets from DNS-26 batch with Chief guest and faculty (class B)

Mr Maneesh Jha, Principal Mumbai affirmed
the vision of SIMS, to create a talent pool in
the marine industry by investing in the latest
maritime technology and resources. He
encouraged parents, stating that marine jobs
made an impact on the larger interests of
society.
The event, which saw over 100 guests for the
first time had many sharing their pride and
joy. One of the parents, the father of Cadet
Pushkraj Mohite, awarded Best Sportsman
conveyed his gratitude to the institution.
“Through SIMS, my child has received a
disciplined, career-oriented life.” Adding on he
said, “From admissions till now, we observed
both structured and flawless operations from
both staff and faculty.” Echoing his comments,
Cadet Rishabh Chopra’s father, awarded Best
Music said, “The glory of SIMS are set in its
values. It speaks for itself with an excellent
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Cdt. Prateek Krishnakumar Mishra and Cdt. Devanshu Shukla (Btech 06) receiving
‘Outstanding Performance’ and ‘Best in Academics’ award respectively from
Mr. Deependra Singh Bisen, ADG, Mumbai.
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Cdt. Sameer Ahmed and Cdt. Pushkraj Pratapsinh Mohite (DNS-26) receiving
‘1st Runner Up in Academics’ and ‘Best Sportsman’ award respectively from
Mr. Ashish Wankhede, DGG, Mumbai.

Passing out cadets from BTech 06 batch with Chief guest and faculty

DNS-26 Batch Prize Winners

Chief guest addressing the passing out cadets
at auditorium

Mr. Deependra Singh Bisen, Assistant Director
General of Shipping. Mumbai, addressing the
graduating cadets

team and equally excellent outputs.” Many
of them were in awe of the greenery
surrounding the campus, as well as its
sophisticated infrastructure.
This ceremony concluded with a prize
distribution session. There was a special
category where four students from BTech
06 were recipients of the Outstanding
Performance Award. They represented SIMS
at the UK P&I Club ‘Investing in a safer
tomorrow’ competition, achieving top 10 of 220
entries. Group photographs of the graduating
batches were then snapped, commemorating
this significant milestone.
Hearty congratulations to the graduating
cadets and we look forward to their placements
on-board ESM – managed vessels in time
to come!

Best Cadet				
Most Popular Cadet				
Best Cadet Captain				
Best in Academics				
1st Runner Up in Academics 			
Best in hands on training and HSSE		
Best in Stability and Construction		
Best in Navigation				
Best in Marpol and BME			
Best in Cargo work, Seamanship and SWP
Best in Maritime Comm and Emergencies
Best in Mathematics 			
Best in Applied Science			
Best in English MH & HF			
Best Sportsman				
Best Orator				

Cadet Shahu Nandu Pawar
Cadet Md Adnan Aatif
Cadet Nishant Sharma
Cadet Kshitij Suri
Cadet Sameer Ahmed
Cadet Mohammed Shahil
Cadet Sameer Ahmed
Cadet Snehankit Somnath Jagadale
Cadet Krishna Kumar
Cadet Debopam Saha
Cadet Kshitij Suri
Cadet Shahil Agarwal
Cadet Kshitij Suri
Cadet Kshitij Suri
Cadet Pushkraj Pratapsinh Mohite
Cadet Premansh Saxena

BTech 06 Batch Prize Winners
Best Cadet				
Best in Academics 1			
Best in Academics 2			
Best in Academics 3			
Best Hands on Training			
Most Popular Cadet 			
Best Cadet Captain				
Best in HSSE				
Best Music				
Best Music				
Best Orator				
Best Dance 				
Best Sportsman				
Outstanding Performance (BTech 06)
Cadet Prateek Krishnakumar Mishra
Cadet Pranav S
Cadet Ranvijay Singh
Cadet Rahul Gangaram Gawade

Cadet Devanshu Shukla
Cadet Devanshu Shukla
Cadet Manas Anil Gothankar
Cadet Parichay Chadha
Cadet Pinaki Priyadarshi
Cadet Harpreet Sidhu
Cadet Ayush Farswan
Cadet Amritesh Anilkumar Pande
Cadet Shivam Srivastava
Cadet Rishabh Chopra
Cadet Abhipraya Gupta
Cadet Dennis Dhiman
Cadet Chetan Singh Rathod
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Witnessed at SIMS Lonavala - Clear Skies and Sharp Minds

Photo by:
Cdt. Manish Kumar Rout
GME-26
SIMS, Lonavala

Photo by:
Cdt. Sherwin Joe
GME-25
SIMS, Lonavala
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Photos by:
Cdt. Alex Barcey
GME-26
SIMS, Lonavala

Photo by:
Cdt. Karteek Patil
GME-25
SIMS, Lonavala
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Where Transfer of Experience Beats Transfer of
Knowledge
Capt. Subhendu Hati
Dean (Nautical Studies)
SIMS, Lonavala

The author of the Book “Mentoring at Sea –
The 10 minutes Challenge” Captain André
L. Le Goubin, commenced his research
on this topic in 2006 and published his
observations of the downward trend in
quality of knowledge among the officers in
2012. His key observation being a lack of
skill & experience transfer from the seniors
on board to the juniors.
I still remember the days of cadetship when
the thought of keeping Chief Officer’s morning
watch from 4 to 8 on the following day used
to set a panic amongst us. It was no less
traumatic than sitting in our Headmaster,
Major Malhan’s Geography classes with
unprepared lessons, during my school days.
The difference was that Major’s stick used to
do the talking immediately whereas the Chief
Officers chipping orders used to spoil our
Sundays, especially if the vessel was in port.
The plight of my fellow cadets not being able
to differentiate between the applications of
rules 13, 14 and 15 is still fresh in my memory.
While some of us enjoyed a full day tour to the
Pyramids from Alexandria during a port call,
this friend of mine was asked to de-rust and
paint the fire-main. Since then he made it a
point to do his homework well before joining
his Chief Officer in his navigation watch.
Worth mentioning that we cadets were often
rewarded with a Sunday-off for doing our
studies well.
Cadet training in those days was not so well
documented with guidelines, procedures,
checklists, etc. as compared to today. We
used to have a cadet record-book, but it was
nothing compared to the full set of Distance
Learning Programs (DLP), a cadet of today is
equipped with. Yet at the end of our cadetship
we never felt that anything was left out. I am
sure that most of the Senior Masters will agree
and remember those golden tips and advices
passed on to them by their seniors.
It is an undeniable fact that an expert Chief
Engineer or a fine Master Mariner is not a

result of just passing exams. The seniors with
whom he sails play a vital role in molding a
young cadet into a successful officer. In the
80’s and the 90’s Seniors use to consider the
transfer of knowledge and experience as a
duty and moral obligation on their part. The
Junior mates and engineers played their part
by remaining on their toes. They continuously
understudied their superiors in actions such
as ship handling, manoeuvring, undertaking
critical repairs of machineries, interpreting
alarms and indicators, loading maximum cargo
during a draft survey, dealing with port officials
and many more. There was so much to learn
that it was only possible by remaining humble
and unpretentious to the core. There was no
place for egoistic, adamant, arrogant, slack or
mundane behavior.
So how and why things have changed?
Have we undermined the benefits of the
traditional Gurukul methods and blindly
paved way to the hardcore professional
structured training programs, thereby losing
the human touch? The traditional methods of
experiential knowledge transfer did not bother
much with keeping evidences, records, etc,
hence ran a high risk of denial if things went
wrong. Whereas the modern methods do not
compromise on structure, objective, goals,
records, evidences, etc. and therefore have a
low risk of being proven wrong. However this
change in approach, though was intended for
a better future, hasn’t worked as favourably
in effective transfer of invaluable knowledge

and skill gained through experience of seniors.
Hence the solution will have to be a balance,
enjoying the advantages of two very different
approaches at the same time. As they say, “the
best of both worlds”.
In many maritime training programs, we
discuss case studies about accidents, nearmisses, and unsafe practices, etc. Trainees
are intended to learn from others’ mistakes,
which is without doubt the best way to learn
about them. But how often do we find case
studies on safely and efficiently completed
critical missions as part of the curriculum of
training programs? As these are considered as
part of the job, hence not published or shared
as such. These knowledge or skills rests as
experiences in the minds of those who have
achieved them. These are the golden nuggets
of information, which ought to be passed on
to the next generation for the sake of more
efficient and safer future of the industry.
A wide range of activities collectively make
the operation of a vessel successful. Even
with state-of-the-art simulators and expert
trainers available in today’s institutes, it is
indeed challenging to learn all these during
a few months of classes without self or
shared experiences. The foundation laid
in the institutions; if not supplemented with
adequate experiential knowledge-sharing
and handholding on board, will not complete
the process of making an officer the industry
needs to have.
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As mentioned earlier the juniors also need to
take initiative in making such kind of training
successful. Operational demands onboard
have left little room for organized training.
Hence the juniors have to be highly receptive
with good observation and situational
awareness, besides the sincerity to selfassess.
The advantages of such informal training with
the invaluable human touch are multifaceted.
Retention of such knowledge is the best. Such
training sessions bridge the interpersonal gaps
between juniors and seniors thereby giving the
much needed boost for onboard teamwork.
An officer trained in such a manner matures
fast and displays high degree of dependability,
becoming a real asset to the company.
In addition to adhering to the requirements
of Training record books, DLP programs, onboard training matrix etc, seniors must meet
juniors in an informal environment. This may
not be a routine affair, but efforts must be made
to make it as regular as possible. “10 minutes
a day”, as suggested by Captain André L. Le
Goubin, can bring in a noticeable change. Best
times can be tea-breaks or an evening chat
after supper - which is all that it takes!
The need of the hour is to drive this from a
higher level, preferably through a policy with a
futuristic vision. Many seafarers must already
be doing this and those who have not started
yet, it is never too late.

Type Approvals
from
Classification
Society:
The GRE pipes should fulfill below
requirements to obtain the class approvals
1. Rules for the Classification of Steel Ships
2. Rules for the Classification of Offshore
Units
3. FTP Code, Resolution MSC.61(67), IMO
Resolution A.753(18)
Repair procedures for GRE pipes:
1. Surface Preparation: Reduce the pipeline
temperature as much as possible, make
the repair surface rough by inscribing
cross-lines so that the adhesion of epoxy
coating can attain high bonding strength.
2. Stop the leak: Slide the stainless-steel
pipe clip and tighten the adjustable fastener
of stainless-steel clip slightly onto the leak
location and apply underwater epoxy.
3. Rebuilding of affected area: When the
pipe leakage has been stopped, apply the
epoxy resin coating onto the pipe section.
For sufficient bonding, at least 4 hours are
required to achieve the desired strength.
4. Composite Pipe wrapping: Apply suitable

reinforcement laminates (e.g. fiberglass
repair tapes) to the pipe section. When
you apply reinforcement, the fiberglass
tape ought to start at minimum 100 mm
to 200 mm before the leak area. Wrap the
pipe as evenly and tightly as possible with
at least 50% overlap. Mostly the wrapping
should be done in one direction; maximum
strength can be achieved by alternating the
subsequent rolls of fiberglass in another.
5. Inspection of Repairs: The repaired
area should be allowed to cure for several
hours. (Duration is dependent on pipeline’s
operating condition). The repair job is
completed, and the repaired system can
be operated back to normal operating
conditions.
Mr. Arvind Saxena heads the expert team at
Executive Ship Management, guiding and
overseeing the installation of EGCS on board
ESM Managed ships. This article has been
based on the knowledge, expertise and the
photographs readily shared by the team in
order to make the information accessible to all
our readers for their future reference.
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Effectiveness Supersedes Efficiency
Doing the right things comes first and
doing that thing in the right way comes
next. Performing the tasks in an efficient
manner is imperative for onboard
operations however completing it in an
effective way whereby the intended goal
of the task is achieved, is even more
important. During my early days of sailing,
I witnessed an incident that established my
understanding on this.
Back in 1990’s I was sailing as a fourth
engineer on an oil tanker. The vessel had
loaded crude oil in a port in Persian Gulf and
was headed to the east coast of India for
cargo discharge. The exhaust temperature of
unit number 3 of the Main Engine was keeping
high. Chief Engineer (CE) diagnosed a leaky
exhaust valve as the issue with the help of
the second engineer (2E). It was decided to
replace the exhaust valve with an overhauled
one at the next port, where the vessel was
expected to stay at berth for two days.
The same 2E was due for sign off and was
relieved soon after berthing. The incoming 2E
was a highly experienced engineer in his fifties
and was briefed about the job in hand by the
outgoing 2E.
The CE called for a meeting that evening to
check the preparedness for exhaust valve
replacement work. The engine team, under
the guidance of the new 2E, had mustered
all the tools and spare parts needed for the
maintenance work. Maker’s procedures and
checklists were kept at one place and the
CE was impressed with the preparations and
organising skills of the new 2E.
Next morning, during the toolbox meeting,
the CE informed the team that immobilization
certificate for the vessel had been obtained
until 1600hrs and the Main Engine was
required to be ready by then. He also informed

that he would be occupied with the off-hire
bunker survey and hence will not be available
to supervise the maintenance work. The 2E
assured him that the job will be completed
without any difficulty.
I accompanied the CE to assist him in his
bunker survey work whilst the 2E, junior
engineer, fitter and motorman were attending
the exhaust valve replacement work. Work for
both the teams commenced as per plan almost
at the same time.
We all met in the duty mess room at around
1300 hrs. CE took an update of the progress
made for the work in the engine room from the
2E, which was completed and ready for trial.
The CE was very impressed by the efficiency
of work in the engine room. He enquired about
the condition of the exhaust valve and seat
removed from unit 3. 2E replied that he has
seen some pitting marks on the valve seat.
However, he would clean the valve and asses
the condition after lunch.
Engine was tested at berth at around 1430 hrs
by starting the engine on air and running on fuel
for very short periods. Trial was satisfactory
with all the units firing and no leakages. The
bunker survey also finished almost at the
same time with no issues with the bunker log
figures and the actual quantity onboard.
That evening the CE called all the engineers to
his room and complimented everyone for the
efficient working.
Vessel sailed out next morning. Soon after the
manoeuvring was over, CE started analyzing
the Main Engine parameters. Unit No 3 was
in focus and he realized that the exhaust
temperature of this unit was still high. He

Mr. Maneesh Jha
Principal
SIMS, Mumbai

went out to check the defective exhaust
valve removed from unit 3 and could not find
any significant issues with it. He felt that the
diagnosis was wrong and shared his concerns
with the 2E. As the discussion progressed,
the CE realized that the 2E and his team had
replaced the exhaust valve for unit 4 and not of
unit 3. The maintenance work which appeared
very efficient yesterday, was not effective in
meeting the objective. How did that happen?
The units of the Main Engine on this vessel
were numbered starting from the flywheel (or
aft) end, with the unit closest to the flywheel
was number 1. Whereas, the 2E had seen the
numbering of Main Engine starting from the
forward end on his previous vessels. Hence
number 3 unit, as per the 2E, was actually
number 4 unit, on this vessel.
The defective exhaust valve was renewed
at the next opportunity after 6 days. And the
problem was resolved.
The above case may appear to be the result
of a silly mistake, but we may be committing
them very frequently. We spend too little time
and resource on deciding ‘what we need to
do’ (effectiveness) and our focus is usually
more on ‘how fast and how well’ we do a task
(efficiency). Without a firm grasp of what we
need to do, only ‘efficiency’ takes us in the
wrong direction at a faster pace! This is valid
for professional or personal dimensions of
our lives. Efficiency without effectiveness is of
no use and a waste of resources. Our efforts
are meaningful only if they are effective with
reasonable efficiency!
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When Blowing Your Broken Horn is a Necessity…
the air horn. The diaphragm shape is as shown
in the below diagram. (Fig.1)
It was not possible to produce a diaphragm
of this shape with the available resources
on board. However, it was certainly possible
to create another diaphragm which could
operate on the same working principles. So,
we decided to innovate.
The air horn was assembled with this
improvised diaphragm. (Fig. 2) When put
in use it worked perfectly well. Everyone
breathed a sigh of relief and thanked that
they could now sleep peacefully without any
compromise with safety of navigation.

Example of an air horn

“Necessity is the mother of invention”.
Sailing as a Chief Engineer back in
2003 on a cross-pacific voyage to USA,
our requirement to remain safe in bad
weather conditions led to improvising
and innovating during our operations.
Needless to say, it was also driven by our
determination to preserve a noise-free
sleep!
The weather was cold and visibility was
severely restricted due to fog, which lasted
for days together. In this situation Air horn on
the forward mast was being operated in auto
mode, where the horn blows once every two
minutes, as mandated by IMO’s Collision
Regulations (COLREGS). However the horn
diaphragm broke and was replaced with a
spare one for the horn to continue operating.
Unfortunately within two days, the replaced
diaphragm also broke. We did not have any

Air horn Diaphragm

spare diaphragm. Therefore, air horn on the
main mast on the accommodation block had
to be put into use. The air horn blowing every
few minutes resulted in disturbance and loss of
sleep for the entire staff in the accommodation
block. However, we knew it was not wise
to stop using the air horn as that would
compromise with the safety of navigation and
compliance with regulations.
Determined to maintain a noise free setting
around the accommodation, we started
exploring options on board to try fixing the
forward mast air horn. We observed the
material and shape of the broken diaphragm of

Subsequently a new requisition was raised
for two new diaphragms and Company was
informed regarding the modification and
status of the air horn. The modified diaphragm
was later replaced when the new spare
was received. It was indeed the necessity
to maintain safe and efficient operations
that led us to improvise for the best solution
onboard.

Mr. Arun Khatal,
Engineering Faculty,
SIMS, Mumbai

Fig. 2

Air Out
2mm copper plate pasted by glue
on the rubber sheet

Air In

10mm rubber sheet pasted on
the copper

2mm copper plate resembling the
outer rim of diaphragm
Fig. 1. Representative drawing
showing working of diaphragm
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Case Study – Main Engine Fuel Oil
Hot Filter Leakage
* We invite responses from our learned readers as to the causes and lessons learnt through this case study.
Please send your responses to samundraspirit@samundra.com.
The following incident took place when the
author was sailing as Junior Engineer in
a crude carrier of 90,000 DWT. The vessel
was in a foreign port for Loading. A few
maintenance jobs were planned and being
carried out. Third engineer was assigned
to clean the Main Engine Fuel oil hot filters
as a PMS item. After completing the task,
when main engine booster pump was
started, there was a large spray of diesel oil
all over the cylinder head platform.
The incident:
Third engineer followed the usual procedure of
isolating the filters, and de-pressurizing them
before opening. After cleaning the filters, the
elements were assembled and the top cover
was fitted, when it was time for tea break.
Before third engineer could come back and
complete his task, second engineer wanted
to prepare the engines for departure. When
he started the booster pump from ECR, third
engineer was standing near the hot filter and to
his shock, diesel oil started spraying all around.
He had the presence of mind fortunately and

stopped the booster pump at the local station.
While opening the hot-filter cover the third
engineer had kept the cover with sealing face
on the floor plate. This resulted in the rubber
sealing ring coming off and resting on the floor
plate, which was incidentally painted black
around the hot filter. He assembled the cover
without checking the sealing ring and did not
notice the slipped-out sealing ring lying on the
floor.

		
From the details provided and your
knowledge about the operation and
maintenance of marine equipment
onboard, please provide answers to the
following regarding this case study:
1. What is the root cause of this
incident?
2. How is the filter prepared for service
after a maintenance work?
3. What is the correct procedure to
prepare engines after a port stay?

Extent of damage:
The diesel oil had sprayed all over the cylinder
head platform and below. All the fuel oil pipe
laggings were soaked in diesel oil, the floor
plates were slippery with spilled diesel and
was a fire hazard. The cleaning up took
almost 6 hrs with all the engine room hands.
Fortunately, those days for port steaming, Main
Engine used to be changed over to diesel oil,
which helped in clean up.

S.Viswanathan, Advisor
SIMS, Lonavala

Responses to previous issue case study

“Negligence on Cylinder Cover Maintenance”:
Issue 45 (Apr 2019)
Thank you readers for the feedbacks and responses on the previous case study. Here’s a compilation
of the answers received:
Q1. What needs to be inspected in
pockets and cooling passages during
routine overhauls?
During routine overhaul, following
points should be closely checked by the
engineer,
• Build up of chemical deposits, hard
scales, rust, un-burnt carbon, etc.
• Degree of cleaning.
• Pitting on the surface due to corrosion,
cavitation or erosive wear, etc.
Q2. What care should be taken while
assembling mountings?
All internal surfaces to be cleaned

thoroughly- no deposits especially in the
corners. The o-ring grooves and mating
surfaces must be even. Apply suitable HT
lubricant (Molly or copper based). O-ring has
a tendency to twist while fitting, so it should be
carefully inserted.
Q3. What are the key indicators of a healthy
cooling water system?
• Cooling water chemicals/additives are
regularly added to the system and
sufficient stock available on board.
• The water is being tested regularly
onboard (atleast weekly) and water test
results are within normal limits.

•

•

Records of CW analysis received from
external shore based laboratory and
comments if any.
Condition of cooling water passages
and anodes in equipments such as
coolers, pumps, pipelines, etc.
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Workplace Engagement as a Trainee
A trainee is a student who has taken first
steps towards professional world. Being a
trainee, one is expected to grasp plethora
of things in a short period of time. Apart
from academics, there are other aspects
such as interpersonal skills that help a
trainee in his/her life. Through this article,
I will attempt to shed some light on these
aspects via two scenarios that I have
personally faced during my time as a
trainee in a shore job.
Scenario 1: Working with different types of
people
There are many skills which are not familiar
to a trainee, as these are not taught in
educational institutions. Professional world
demands inter-personal skills. Outside the
company gates, we are different individuals
with diverse interests, sets of emotions, but
inside the gates, we are aligned to a common
goal. I joined Reliance Industries as a trainee
in July, 2016. The first day everything seemed
overwhelming. After my first meeting with the
Manager, I was directed to get some work
done from a worker, who was 50 years old. As I
approached and asked him for the work, I was
met with agitation, “Who do you think you are?
My Boss? I won’t do this. I’m busy. I have been
working here since 20 years and you barge in
and give orders”. I was completely taken aback
by his charge and later updated my Manager
regarding the situation. He advised me to take
it easy, keep my emotions aside and consider
the reaction through his perspective.
Next day, I approached the worker and
initiated a casual conversation, establishing
our common interests in the company’s goals.
I shared my concerns of being new to the
workplace and taking time to adjust in the
environment. Having established a mutual
regard for each other in about one month’s
time, the same person was ready to work with
me and under my supervision. There are two
conclusions from this incident.
a) Always give respect, only then you will be
respected.
b) To get a work done from someone, you have
to gain his trust.
Scenario 2: If you don’t comprehend, ask!
As a trainee, one is always worried about his
Manager’s perception towards him. There was
a chemical plant shutdown and work was in
full flow. My manager being a short tempered
person, was getting told at by his seniors
which made him more furious at his helpless

!!#@$#

situation. After the meeting, he asked me to do
something and rushed out to the next meeting,
without clarifying if I or the fellow trainee had
understood his instructions. The only option
was to ask him for clarification. Given the
heated situation and his bad mood, I gathered
all my courage to approach him in his cabin
after the meeting. In a soft voice, I requested
him to repeat the instructions for our clear
understanding. To my surprise, he replied
positively and explained me everything. I left
the room with a much satisfied smile. Here, we
can learn three things.
a) Never feel shy to ask anyone. Every
professional was a trainee once.
b) Whenever you ask something, be humble
in your approach.

c) Always understand the timing to ask.
In our marine profession, we will have to face
many such situations and effectively tackle
them at our own pace. We shouldn’t engage
in any conflicts and always try to maintain a
calm and humble manner, as well as healthy
relationship with our colleagues.

Cdt. Sumeet D Juvatkar
GME-26
SIMS, Lonavala
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Achieving Efficiency Through Teamwork
My first experience in parade
“The strength of the team is each individual
member, the strength of each member is
the team”.
Parade in armed forces is a symbolic
representation of discipline, strength, coordination and respect and these qualities
are extremely important for a soldier when it
comes to performing his duties bravely and
fearlessly. However, importance of these
qualities is not limited only for a soldier, it is
equally important for a seafarer to develop
these qualities in order to emerge as a fine
Officer on board.
Most of the cadets including myself had never
taken part in a parade until we were presented
with the opportunity at SIMS. The experience
of marching in the presence of a huge crowd
created much excitement amongst us.
However our enthusiasm slowly dwindled
when we realized how difficult the task is - to
match and sync steps with one another!
We realized how important team work is,
when it comes to something as seemingly
simple as marching. No matter how well you

individually perform, unless the entire platoon
contributes equally, the individual effort
appears meaningless or fails to get noticed.
In a parade, if one fails, the entire contingent
fails. We slowly began to understand that it
was important for every member to understand
and value his position in the team and how
one’s action directly affects the overall
purpose of the team. Once we experienced
and comprehended this, it took us nothing less
than hard work and determination to correct
our mistakes and make our minds work at
same frequency to eventually
become one of the most
appreciated platoon in the
parade.

Cdt. Ajay Rai
GME-25
SIMS, Lonavala

many factors that affect operational efficiency,
however the most important of all is team work
and attitude, which brings the best out of you
when you work as a team.

The same holds true in our
life at sea. Every engineer
and deck officer on board
the ship has duties and
responsibilities to perform
in order to sail in a safe
and
efficient
manner.
This requires each one of
us to perform our duties
effectively.
There
are

Promotions Onboard ESM-Managed Fleet
During Second Quarter

JE GURPREET SINGH
GME 18

JE AVINASH THAKUR
GME 18

JE ABHISHEK GANESH
KUMAR VERMA
GME 19

JE NIRANJAN
SHRIRANG SHINDE
GME 20

JE KARAN THAKUR JE AISHWARYA SHUKLA
GME 19
B Tech 003

JE ARPIT LAWANIYA
B Tech 003

JE ARUVANSH KUMAR
B Tech 002

JE VIJAY SHUKLA
B Tech 003

JE ROHIT SINGH
GME 19

JE VIPIN KAVIRAJ
RATNAMANI
GME 19

JE PRAVEENKUMAR
NEMANI
GME 20

JE ANKIT SHARMA
B Tech 002

JE NITHIN RAJU
GME 19

JE BHALCHANDRA
YASHWANT NIKAM
GME 20

JE SHOBHIT HAJELA
GME 17

JE JIVJEET SINGH
GME 18

JE ANKUR KUMAR
GME 20

JE SIDDHARTH RAM
BINOD SINGH
GME 20

JE AKHIL KUMAR
GME 20

JE DIVYA KUMAR
BHATNAGAR
GME 20
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Annual Inter-House Cricket Tournament
Held at SIMS
Team Tapti emerged victorious in the
finals of the Annual Inter-House Cricket
tournament held at SIMS Lonavala on
15th April 2019. The match which saw
Team Tapti provide tough competition to
Team Ganga wrapped up the games with
a winning score of 78 runs in stipulated
12 overs.
With much zeal, determination and team
spirit, the cadets at SIMS Lonavala
competed for glory at the Annual InterHouse Cricket tournament held from 08th
April 2019 to 15th April 2019. After a series of
nail-biting matches between the respective

JE MANJEET SINGH
GME 19

JE KARTIKEYA SHUKLA
B Tech 003

JO AVINASH AWASTHI
DNS 15

JO VARUN KARNI
DNS 14

JO SANDEEP SINGH
GHUMAN
DNS 17

Houses namely, Tapti, Godavari, Ganga and
Kaveri, the final match boiled down to the
powerful teams of Ganga and Tapti. It was
Ganga which having won the decisive toss,
elected to bat first. However, the energy and
exuberance from Team Tapti combined with
an outstanding performance of their Captain
and batsman Cadet Parichay Chadha, Btech
06 steered Tapti to earning the title. Cadet
Parichay Chadha was also awarded Man of
the Match, in the exciting event that concluded
within forty-five minutes.
The league matches between all four houses
were closely contested, with all teams fighting

JE RAJBIR SINGH
GME 20

JO PARIPURN GUPTA
DNS 17

JO JIMMY GEORGE
JO ABDUL RAHIM
DNS 10
PUTHIYAVEETTIL UMMER
DNS 16

JO AVIN MATHEW
JOHN
DNS 15

JO HAREETH
MURALI BINDU
DNS 17

hard for six matches. However, the deciding
factor for the finals was the two houses
that won the maximum matches held.
The tournament flagged off with Tapti vs
Godavari on 08th April, where Tapti reigned
victorious. The second match held on the
next day between teams Kaveri and Ganga
saw team Kaveri as winner. Triumph was
Team Tapti’s in the third match held on 10th
April against Kaveri. Ganga saw a win in a
match against Godavari on 11th April and
another win against Tapti on 12th April. The
last match between Godavari and Kaveri on
13th April saw a draw with same number of
runs scored by both.

JO BHARAT
KUMAR KANURI
DNS 16

JO RAJKUMAR BIHARI
PRASAD JAISWAL
DNS 17

JO LAKSHYA AMOD
TYAGI
DNS 13

JO MAYANK JOSHI
DNS 17

JO MIDHUN VINAY
DNS 15

JO BASIL BENNY
DNS 14

JO VIJAY KUMAR
ANGAD SINGH
DNS 17

JO SHREYANS SHARMA
DNS 15

JO ASHISH RAJPUT
DNS 15
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Crossword Puzzle

Cdt. Aakash Mittal
GME-25
SIMS, Lonavala

Across
4. Method used for tightening main engine
cylinder head bolts
6. Reduces wave formation, making ship’s
motion more efficient in terms of overall
efficiency
9. Tool used for tightening of medium speed
engines bottom end bearing bolts
11. system used to operate ship on 3.5% m/m
Sulphur content HFO and still be compliant
with IMO’s Sulphur 2020 regulation
12. Power tools used on board for easier
operation and safe to use
15. Free space in a tank measured from the
upper surface of liquid to top of sounding
pipe
17. SOLAS amended to have a code to
enhance security arrangement for ships,
ports and government agencies
18. Maximum safe force that a lifting gear
can exert to lift, suspend or lower without
breaking
19. ESM’s software for Planned Maintenance
of various equipment and machineries
onboard ship
20. Index to improve hull design and machinery
operations and to reduce CO2 emissions
thereby increasing ship’s overall efficiency

Down
1. Best guide for referring in case of any
equipment failure
2. According to SOLAS, within how many
seconds should the emergency generator
come on load after blackout
3. Equipment for communication of speed
and direction of ship’s movement from
bridge to engine room during maneuvering
5. General practice to follow to avoid any
workplace hazards
7. Instrument used for measuring propeller
drop
8. Signalling used by ships at sea to
communicate visually using Aldis lamp
10. Mandatory requirement of SOLAS
provides information about fire stations,
fire detection and firefighting systems

13. System fitted onboard ship to prevent the
marine growth in sea water system
14. Master’s or company’s permission to
perform certain type of works that are
potentially hazardous
16. Chart display system used on board ship
as primary means of navigation

Answers
Down: 1. MANUAL 2. FORTY FIVE 3. TELEGRAPH 5. HOUSEKEEPING 7. POKER GAUGE 8. MORSE 10. FIRE PLAN 13. MGPS 14. PERMIT 16. ECDIS
Across: 4. HYDRAULIC 6. BULBOUS BOW 9. TORQUE WRENCH 11. SCRUBBER 12. PNEUMATIC 15. ULLAGE 17. ISPS CODE 18. SWL
19. PHOENIX 20. EEDI

Visitors’ Comments
Second Quarter, 2019
SHIKSHA KA MANDIR – EXCELLENT
Mr. Ashish Wankhede
Deputy Director Genereal of Shipping

Today it was my pleasure to visit SIMS Campus.
The infrastructure is state of the art. Ship-incampus, Labs, Workshop and all are world class.
All these gives me impression that student are
getting best (one of the best in India) maritime
training. I wish institute to keep this standard high
all time. All the very best!
Mr. Deependra Singh Bisen
Asst. Director General of Shipping

I am very impressed with the high standard of
training in this campus. Especially in the ‘ship’ on
campus. The training in the simulators, workshops
and the working engine room will prepare the
young cadets for sea career. This is top class
training. My congratulations and ‘THANK YOU’ for
the very kind time taken to show us around.
Mr Sim Hee Ping
Director, IFM
Posh Fleet Services Pte Ltd

Very impressive and modern facilities that can
provide conductive learning experience replicating
real ship operational and requirement. Well done!
Mr Sia Geun Teck
Senior General Manager
Head, Fleet Management

A wonderful experience & a privilege to visit this
institute. Has everything a cadet can dream of.
The trainees are truly blessed. Cadets are truly
prepared in all sense to work on board. A big
“THANK YOU” for inviting PCL/POSH.
Captain Prasad Gore
General Manager
PCL Shipping Pvt Ltd

My congratulations to “SAMUNDRA INSTITUTE
OF MARITIME STUDIES, LONAVALA.” On the
successful transformation of a “WONDERFUL
VISION” into reality. A great contribution to the
country, industry and future seafaring leaders.
Where boys learn skills which they can take with
them through their journey of life. – I salute you
all at “SIMS”. With very best wishes for continued
success and charting new adventures.
Mr. Kuok Khoon Ean,
Chairman, Kuok (Singapore) Ltd

Very impressive campus and facilities in SIMS.
Perhaps more importantly is the spirit and value
development of young minds and cadets as
embodied in the face and demeanour of the cadets.
My hats off to Teeka and the SIMS team for your
vision, foresight and sheer tenacity to pursue your
beliefs. Congratulations & very best for the future.
Mr. Hor Weng Yew,
Chief Executive Officer,
Pacific Carriers Limited (A Member of Kuok Group)

The entire campus is well laid out and designed
very well. The training facility provides extensive
training ground to the cadets including advance
training. I am very impressed with the journey
behind the institute and hard work put in. I wish
good luck to Samundra and keep producing
competent mariner.
Capt. Priyadarshan Pandey,
General Manager, Marketing,
Offshore Accommodation Division,
POSH SEMCO PTE LTD.

After completion of the tour, I am very impressed
with the facilities and the high standards of the
training. As Master Mariner and Crew Manager
for over 20 years, I have not seen in the past
such arrangement for training (simulators-live
engine-road-pumps-etc). All the above overpass
my expectations before visit the campus. The
generated cadets will be a big benefit for the
principals that will use them.
Captain Ioannis Doumenis
Astra Ship Management
Greece
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Nilesh Parab (GME-16)
SIMS, Lonavala

Sumit Dogra
3/O
ESM Vessel
Chembulk Barcelona
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